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USING A MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER 1 

• 

By ARTH R EARL BRY ON, Jr. 

SUMMARY 

lnterjerometel' mea ul'ements al' given oj the flow fields neal' 
two-dimensional wedge and circulal'-arc sections at zel'0 angle 
oj attack at high- ubsonic and low- upel'sonic velocities. Both 
ubsonic flow with local supel' onic zone and supel'sonic flow 

with detached shock wave have been investigated. PTes uTe ' 
distributions and drag coefficient a Junction oj Mach numbeT 
have been obtained. The wedge data aTe compaTed with the 
theol'etical work on flow pa t wedge ections oj Guclaley and 
Yo hihaTa, Vincenti and Wagona, and ole. 

It is shown that the local Mach number at any point on the 
sUTjace oj a finite thTee-dimen ional body 01' an unswept two
dimensional body, moving through an irifinite fluid, ha a 
stationary value at Mach number 1 and, in jact, remains neaTly 
con tant jor a range oj peed below and above Mach number 1. 
On the basi of thi concept and the experimental data, pre sure 
distributions and drag coefficients jor the wedge and circular-arc 
ection' are pre ental throughout the entire transonic range oj 

velocitie . 
INTRODUCTION 

DlFFICULTIES OF THEORY A D EXPERI MENT I N THE T R ANSONI C RA NGE 
OF VELOCI TIES 

The difficulties inherent in studying transonic flow are 
well-known. Theoretical analysis is made difficul t by the 
nonlinearity of th differential equations of compressibl e 
fluid motion. This nonlinearity leads to a change-over in 
type of the differential equation from ellip tic to hyper
bolic when transition is made from ub onic to supersonic 
speeds. Since the essential feature of transonic flow is this 
mixed ubsonic-supersonic character, it i obvious that no 
linearization of the differential equations (at least in the 
physical plane) can adequately describe the flow. 

Wind-tunnel studies in the tran onic range are made 
difficult by the large lateral extent of the pertmbation flow 
field around bodie in this range. Thi means that model 
whi h flJ.' small compflJ.'ed with the test section mu t be 
used. Even then there i still a range of speeds from just 
below M .,= l to ju t above M .,= l where the model and/or 
its support configmation are "choked," tha t is, where 10 al 
super ollic zones embedded in the ub oroc field extend from 
the model to the tunnel wall, or, in th uper onic ca e, 

where embedded subsonic zones extend to the tunnel wall , 
or shock wave, reflected from the walls, impinge on the 
model. orne progres has been made recently in modifying 
wind-tunnel te t sections so as to minimize these effect, 
but, on the whole, the majority of good test data in the 
range very close to M ., = 1 has so far come from free-fligh t 
te ts. Some good transonic data are available, however, 
from tran onic-bump tests made in wind tunnels (reference 
1) _ Using small model usually re ults in low R eynold 
numbers so that difficulty i often experienced in extra.po
lating data to full-size R eynold number; this eems to be 
particularly true of the tran onic peed range in e the 
effects of boundary-layer and hock-wave interactions eem 
to be quite large there (references 2 and 3). 

In this paper it i hown that in many instances tests need 
not be made in the region very close to M., = 1 ince the 
flow in tllis range can be inferred from testing below and 
above this range and u ing an interpolation ba ed on the 
fact that the local Mach number at any point on the mface 
of unswept two-dimensional bodies and finite three-dimen
sional bodies has a stationary value at M .,= l. 

EXISTENCE OF POTENTIAL TRA SONIC FLOWS 

Guderley (reference 4) has made a detailed investigation 
of the po sibili ty of smooth tran onic flow (i. e., ub onic 
flows with an embedded super onic zone in which no shock 
wave appear). He propo e that such smooth flow are 
exceptional, tha t they are discrete cases occurring for only 
particular body shape at particular free-stream Mach num
bel'. Any perturbation of the hape with the Mach number 
held constant (or vice vel' a), Guderley claims, would result 
in a shock appearing in the flow_ This bears an analogy to 
the well-known Busemann supersonic biplane which theoret
ically has no shock (and hence no drag) at a discrete value 
of free-stream Mach number and angle of attack (reference 
5, p. 154) . Guder) y' proposal is still controversial (e. g., 
ee the paper of Sear who ha made a critical survey of the 

work to date on the exi tence of transonic potential flows 
(reference 6)). 

It is obvious that the potential flow mu t break down for 
a given body shape at some Mach number less than], The 

I Super edes AOA 'rN 2560, "An Experimental Investigation of Trun onic Flow past Two-Dimensional Wedge and Circular·Arc Sections Using 8 Mach-Zehnder Interferometer" by 
Arthur Earl Bryson, Jr., 1951. 
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argumen t whether this breakdown occurs precisely when a 
supersonic region first appears on the body or a t a lightly 
higher Mach number seem somewhat academic (although 
very intere ting), since it i well-known experimen tally that 
the drag-rise Mach number (i. e., the Mach number where 
noticeable shocks first appear) is very close to the critical 
Mach number (i. e., the Mach number at which onic velocity 
first appears on the body) for most bodies wi thou t surface 
slope discontinuities. 

Kuo (reference 7) propose tha t super onic com pre sion 
is unstable to disturbances; that i , a supersonic region on 
a body in subsonic flow must end in a shock wi th no com
pression occurring in the supersonic flow ahead of the shock. 
There seem to be ample experimental evidence to show 
that this is not strictly true since, for example, the com
pression r egion of a A-shock is clearly upersonic. However, 
the A-shock configuration i believed to be a phenomenon 
as ociated with laminar-boundary-Iayer and shock-wave in
teraction ; wi th turbulen t boundary layer (a condi tion more 
closely approaching nonviscous flow) hardly any no ticeable 
upersonic compres ion occurs before the hock ending the 
lIpersoni c zone (see r eference ). 

CHOICE OF MODELS 

Two-dimensional flow is much impler to handle than 
axially symmetric flow bo th in theoretical work and in in ter
ferometry. H ence it was decided to tudy two-dimensional 
flows de pite the well-known difficulties in approximating 
two-dimensional flow in a wind tunnel. 

Becau e of the considera tions men tioned previously it 
wa decided to tesL very small mod el which would be of 
uch a hape that vi COliS influences would not materially 

affect the flow over them. This led to the choice of "half 
airfoils"- wedge !lnd circular-arc ection followed by 
traigh t ection. The e model have favorable pre sure 

gradien t on their surface over mo t of the transonic 
range so that boundary-layer separa tion, if it does occur, 
will only occur b cause of hock-wave influence. Further
more, uch separation will occur down tream of the par t of 
the body being studied and hence will not affect the measure
ments . Cer tain viscous effects will still be eviden t, however , 
for instance, the effective rounding off of the shoulder and 
leading edges of the wedge models. 

Bo th theoretical advantages and practical need make the 
stud y of thin sections desirable. Con equ ently, the emi
wedge angles chosen were 4tO, 7t O, and 10° (a 26 .6° wedge 
was also used in order to make a comparison wi th some avail
able theoretical work on a wedge of this angle) . The cu:cular
arc section chosen was essen tially the fron t half of an 8.8-
percent- thick biconvex circular-arc all'foil , followed by a 
straigh t section. Models of sections much thinner than this, 
with the same chord length used, run into structural 
difficul tie and also the ratio of boundary-layer thickne s to 
model thickness becomes large enough to cau e con iderable 
deviation from nonvi cous flow . 

TRANSONIC-FLOW THEORY A D EXPERIME TS 

The investigations of Von Karman, Busemann, Guderley, 
Frankl, and many other have contribu ted significantly to 
methods of approach which can be u ed to study tran onic 

flow (references 9 to 14). The detailed numerical calculations 
for specific ca es made by Maccoll and Codd, Emmons, 
Drougge, Drebinger, Guderley and Yo hihara, and Vincenti 
and Wagoner (r eferences 15 to 21 ) have helped to dispel the 
idea of a "sonic barrier ." Recently Cole at GALCIT has 
given an analysis of the flow past wedge sections at high
subsonic speed (reference 22). By combining the re ults of 
Guderley and Y oshihara's, Vincen ti and Wagoner 's, and 
Cole's calcula tion , the flow past thin wedge ection can 
be given completely through the transonic range permi t ting 
a compari on with the pre ent experiment. orne of the 
investigations mentioned above will be discu sed in more 
detail fur ther on in the pI' sen t paper . 

Available experiments in the tran onic range on thin wedge 
section are surprisingly few. Pack (reference 23) de cribes 
some interferometric experimen ts on 10° and 20° semiangle 
wedge made at Braunschweig. His subsonic data appear 
to be good , but the flow in the supersonic interferograms 
appears to be somewhat nonuniform and not very closely 
two-dimen ional ; only one super onic Mach number wa 
tes ted where detached shocks occurred . Hi conclusion that 
tb e p/p", distribu tions on the surface of the 20° semiangle 
wedge are very much the arne for M ",= O. 03 and M ",= 
1.40 i in teresting, but the statemen t that this agree wi th 
the theoretical predictions of M accoll and Codd i incorrect 
ince they indicated that the p/Po distribu tions would be 

nearly the arne. 
Griffi th at Princeton ha ju t recen tly publi hed the 

re ults of some very carefully done experiments on flow past 
wedge section of semiangle of 7°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 45°, and 
90° (and everal other shape) wi th detached hock waves 
(reference 24) . These experiment were done in a shock 
tube and interferogram are presented of the flow field . 
The experiment clearly show that the hape of the detached 
shock and its detachment distance from the onic point on 
a wedge depend only on the body thickness and the Mach 
number (not the wedge angle) when the Mach number i 
well below the shock-at tachmen t 11ach number . Thi is in 
general agreement with Busemann's con ideration in his 
paper on detached shock waves (reference 10) . 

Liepmann, A hkenas, and Cole (reference ) made orne 
careful pressure measurements on the surface of 6- and 
12-percen t-thick biconvex circular-arc airfoils a t zero angle 
of attack at high-subsonic peed III connection wi th studie 
of hock-wave and boundary-layer interaction. orne of the 
result of their te t are combined here wi th corresponding 
low- uper onic tes t result from the presen t investigation to 
indicate the behavior of the pre ure di tribu tion on circular
arc airfoil at zero angle of a t tack through the en tire tran onic 
range. 
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ing out the experimental work. orne of the results of the e 
experiments have already been reported in reference 25. 

SYMBOLS 

a ound velocity 
c airfoil chord 
OD pre sure-drag coefficient 

. (('Y + 1)
1/3 0 n) OD redu ced drag coeffiClent (t /C)5/3 

(Yp pressure coefficient 
. (C'Y + 1)

1/30 ) Op reduced pressure coeffici ent (t/C)2 /3 P 

k Gladstone-Dale con tant 
l 
M 
n 

model span 
Mach number 
index of r efraction 

p pressure 
q dynamic pres ure 
tic airfoil thickne ratio 
u horizontal componen perturbation velocity (per-

turbation from a *) 
v vertical component perturbation velocity 
x, y arte ian coordinates, origin at leading edge of 

profile 
y reduced vertical distance ([C'Y + l)t/cJI /3y) 
a angle of attack 
'Y ratio of pecific heat (1.4 for air) 
e emiwedge angle 
A wave length of monochromati c light used on inter-

ferometer 

( 
Jo..J2-1 ) 

; reduced ;-'1ach number C'Y+ l )2/3( t/c)2/3 

p den ity 
, ub cript and uperscripts: 
( ) '" condition in free stream 
()o reservoir conditions 
()o' 1'e ervoir conditions behind a ho k wave 
( ) * conditions at onic veloci ty 

ymbols u ed without sub cript indi cate local conditions. 

APPARATUS AND METHODS 

WIND TU ' NEL 

The mea urements were made in th e GALCIT 4- by 
10-inch transonic wind tunnel. For a de cription of the 
tunnel and the flexible nozzle employed ee referonce 26. 
The tunnel can be run at both sub onic and low- upersonic 
velocities with continuous 1ach number variation through 
usc of the flexible nozzle and a variable econd-throat nozzle 
downstream of the test eotion. 

MODELS 

The models used were half airfoils followed by straight 
sections . Four of the models were wedges (semiangles 
4.53°,7.56°, 10.00°, and 26.57°) followed by straight sections 
and the fifth was half of a biconvex circular-arc airfoil (8. 0 
percent thick) followed by a straight section ( ee fig. 1). 
The distance from the leading edge to the point where the 
straight section began was of the order of X inch for all five 
models. The models were made of tool steel and were very 
carefully machined and lapped so as to give exact cylindrical 

---+-----==--r;L 
.372 I~ 

r------------.745 ~ 
75~ ~58 

~-------+-!-
~ 

.219 

1----------.750-------i 

10.000 ,or 
~------=+---'-1-

.264 
1----------.752-------1 

26.57" 

~------+l 
.201 I 

1------.706 ----1 
.063 

~ 
~-------+-, -

1-----.360 ---J ,-r-
1----.750~ 

FIGURE I.-Geometry of sections tested. All dimensions are in inches. 

urface. Two pressure orifices on opposite side of the air
foil were placed exactly the same distance from the leading 
edge to aid in setting the model to zero angle of attack by 
balancing these pressure on an alcohol U-iube. Becau e 
of the very short chord lengths vernier-protractor mea ure
ments of the opening angle of the leading edge were of 
doubtful accuracy, so the angles were measured by letting 
the leading edge split a beam of parallel light and measuring 
the position of the reflected spots on a wall behind the 
model. In this manner the angles could be measured to 
± 0.03 °. 

INTERFEROMETER 

The interferometer used in this investigation is desoribed 
in reference 27 and 28. One of the main features of this 
interferometer i that both light beams are passed through 
the test section, one over the model and the other ahead of 
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the mod el in the uniform flow field , that is, where the velocity 
is nearly the free-stream velocity. The advantage of thi 
are: (1) The fringe shifts are in relation to the fcee- tream 
density and (2) the effects of the ide-wall boundary layer 
are approximately canceled out ince both beams traverse 
n early the same boundary layer at each ide window. Thi 
leads to improved accuracy wh en the interferograms are 
evaluated on the ba i of the absolute value of the fringe 
shift from no-flow conditions. For these te ts finite-frinO'e 
interferograms were u ed and another method of evaluation 
wa devised which is mu ch simpler and more accurate than 
the above-men tioned techniqu e. Infinite-fringe interfero
grams, while they give the constant-density con to ur im
mediately, are less accurate than the superimpo ed fmite 
fringe interferograms because any opti cal inacclll'acie in the 
sys tem cause the contour fringe to be di torted . Th ese 
inaccuracies are calibrated out in the uperimposed fini te
fringe interferograms. AJ 0 there arc times when one doe 
no t know whether the density increment between contour 
of an infinite-fringe inLerferogram is po itive or negat ive; 
tbi trouble does no t al'i e with the finite-fringe intel'fero
gTams. A typ ical finil<'-fring<, interferogram i hown in 
figure 2. 

METHOD OF EVALUATlO o~' I TERFEROG RAMS 

The method of evaluation used here depend on two 
techniques: (a) Photographi c superpo ition of di turbed 
and undisturbed in te rferogram and (b) fringe id en tification 
by a pressure mea ured on th e model. 

Direct photographic superpo ition of a " no-flow" finite
fringe in terferogram on a "with-flow" fini te-fringe interfero
gram gives rise to dashed haclowy lines (th e dash e being 
wh ere the dark frin g<'s of one pi cture cross the light fringes 

PWlJRE 3.- Typical supcrimposed finite-fringe inlerfcrogram. 10° scmiangle wedge at 
.1'[ ",= 1.278. 

of th e other); ee figure 3 for an example of thi type of 
picture. Th e e hadowy lines can easily be shown to be line 
of constant den ity for two-dimensional flow and are the 
same conto urs a would be obtained on an infinite-fringe 
interferogram made wi th perfect optical urfaces. The 
increment in den it~- between the e shadowy lines is a 
constan t dependent only on the span of the model and the 
wave length of the monochromatic ligh t being u ed. This is 
easily shown since the difference in optical path length of 
the light rays between two adjacent con tant-d ensity con
to ur must be 1. wave length of the ligh t being used. For 
two-dimen ional flow the difference in optical path length 
will simply be itm, where I is the pan of the model and ll.n i 
the difference in ind ex of refraction between the two ligh t 
paths. Thu 

lll.n = 'f,. (1) 

Bu t the relation between index of refraction and density in a 
gas I given by 

n-l=kp (2) 

where k is the Glad tone-Dale con tant (a funct. ion of the 
light freq~en c'y and type of gas). Therefore 
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6p= ,,/kl (3) 

wher e 6p i the differ ence in den ity between two adjacent 
constant-density contours. For these experiments 

o 

}. = 5461 A (mercury green line) 
k = 0.1l62 cu ft/ lug 
l=3.50 in. 

6p/Po= 0.0250 p er fringe shift 

wher e Po= 0.00211 lug per cubic foot wa the usual tunnel 
stagnation density. 

The advantage of photographic superposition i not only 
in time saved bu t also in increa ed accuracy of eval uation. 
Any slight changes in fringe pacing or fringe orientation 
with respect to the no-flow interferogram which occur before 
the with-flow interferogram is taken can be almost exactly 
canceled out by causing the two superimposed interfero
gram to coincide exactly in a r egion wher e i t i known that 
the flow was uniform, since in u ch r egions there should be 
no i opycnic contours. This is particularly easy to do for 
upersonic flow if a portion of the flow fi eld ahead of the nose 
hock wave is includ ed in the interferogram. For subsonic 

flow care must be taken to include enough of the flow field 
ahead of the model in the interferogram to have orne of the 
n early undisturbed flow field for comparison ; thi wa quite 
simple to do for the small, thin model used in these test. 

The actual uperpo ition techniqu e u ed h er e was first to 
make a prin t (3H time enlarged) of the with-flow interfero
gram. Thi print was then placed under the enlarger and 
the no-flow in terferogram negative wa pu t into th e enlarger . 
B y changing the enlaraem en t scale and moving th e with-flow 
interferogram under the enlarger the fringe were m ade to 
coincide exactly in th e r egion of uniform flow . The con
stant-densi ty contours co uld th en be drawn in on th e print. 
Alternatively, the fir t print could be made on transparent 
paper (An co R eprolith Ortho was used) and when the super
position was accompli h ed a piece of photo en i tive paper 
was slipped under the transparent print and a print of the 
two in terferogram wa obtained . Thi was th e techniqu e 
u ed for figure 3. 

In ord er to identify th e density value with th e fringes a 
pressure tap was placed on ea 11 mod el appro).'imately haJf
way from the leading edge to the houlder (a region where 
the pres ure gradient was exp ected to be large). From th e 
pressure r eading the density at the pressure tap was calcu
lated u ing r eservoir fluid properties (taking into account 
entropy change tlu:ough shock wave ) . The pre ure tap 
will always lie between two fringe contours or on a contour, 
o tha t, by knowing th e density increm en t between fringe 

con tour , the value of the density on th e adjacen t contour 
can be obtained by interpolation . The whole interferogram 
is determined once the den ity i known on one contour (ex
cept for th e shift through shock waves) . 

J TE RFEROMETE R SENSI TIVI TY 

It i interesting to note that the interferometric m ethod 
ha its greate t sen itivity in the transonic range. As 
pointed out previously, the density increment between two 
adjacent contour fringe is a con tant 

6p = ,,/kl 

ow in any part of the flow fi eld wher e th e stagnation 
density is constant along a streamline, 

I 

..E.-= (1+ 1' - 1 M2)--Y-l 
Po 2 

(4) 

so 
-y 

d p = _(l+ 1'-1 M2)--Y-l MdAil 
Po 2 

(5) 

H ence the increm ent in Mach number between adjacent 
contour fringes is given approximately by 

(6) 

since 

6p " 
P;=kl po 

This func tion ha a minimum at 1\t[=~ 1'! 1 which is 

M = 0.914 for ail' (1'= 1.4). A graph of this function is 
shown in fig ure 4. ~ote that th e Mach number increment 
p er fringe for these tests was always clo ely equal to 0.05. 

.12 

\ / 
\ V ~ /" 

" i"-- V 
: 

"-'Minimum 01 M, ~-.L, 0.914 
I I r+1 I 

.10 

.08 

(
.025) 

6M >. .06 
klpo 

.04 

.02 

o .2 4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 
M 

FIGURE 4.-Increment in Mach number per fringe contour against loca l Mach number [or 
air (-y = 1.4). For these tests ~/klp. =O.025±O.OOl. 

imilarly, the expre sion for the increment 
coefficient between adjacent contour fringes 
mately 

III pressure 
apprOXl-

(7) 

For values of M clo e to M"" this expre ion has a minimum 

at M",=~ 2 2 l' which is 1. 32 for air. 

SIDE-WALL BOUNDARY-LAYER EFFECT ON APPROXIMATING 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW 

A close approximation to two-dimensional flow over the 
whole pan of the model was r equired since the interferometer 
in tegrate the value of th e density from wall to wall. In a 
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nonviscous fluid letting the model extend from wall to wall 
would theoretically give two-dimensional flow over the whole 
pan. If the model did not span the whole tunnel, the flow 

would correspond to that past a model of infinite span with 
periodic gaps in it where the gaps were equal to twice the 
distance from the edge of the model to the wall. The effect 
of the side-wall boundary layers, for a model that does not 
pan the tunnel, is roughly to decrease the ize of this gap. 

Approximately, the gap size would be decreased by twice 
the displacement thickness of the wall boundary layer. By 
making the gap between the edge of the model and the wall 
approximately equal to the wall-boundary-layer displace
ment thickne , one might hope to approximate closely two
dimensional flow over the pan. This phenomenon is, of 
cour e, very much more complicated than this, particularly 
in the super onic case where the shock waves interact with 
the wall boundary layer. However, by takin<Y circular
cylinder and wedge model and varying the gap ize in in
crements of }{s inch, it was found that the detached bow wave 
became closely two-dimensional when the gap size was X inch 
(i. e., there was no blur abead of or behind the hock pictures) 
which is almost exactly the boundary-layer displacement 
thickness when measured without a model in the te t section. 
When the gap was ?{s inch the shock was blurred ahead of 
the main shock and when the gap was 7{s inch it was blurred 
behind the main shock. The e tc ts were furtber ub
stantiated by some schlieren pictures, which 11'. Walter G. 
Vincenti of the NACA Arne Aeronautical Laboratory 
kindly made available, howing a view looking down on a 
wedge model so that the leading edge of the detached shock 
appeared as a line; by varying the model pan a di crete 
value of the span was found where thi line was almo t exactly 
parallel to the leading edge of the model, while for just 
slight variations from this gap size the shock was curved 
forward or backward. Figure 2 shows a finite-fringe inter
ferogram of the circular-arc section with a detached shock 
where the definition of the shock wave was unu uaIly sharp. 
This is strong, but, of cour e, not conclusive, evidence that 
the flow wa closely two-dimensional over most of the pan. 
Further evidence that the flow differed from two-dimensional 
.flow only slightly is given in the next ection. 

SIDE·WALL BOUNDARY-LAYER EFFECT 0 INTERFEROGRAM 
EVALUATJO S 

A result of the method of interferogram evaluation de
scribed above is that the effect of the side-wall boundary layer 
is approximately canceled ou t, since the over-all fringe shift 
from no-flow conditions i unimportant, only the relative 
fringe shifts from a point of known density being used. Thi 
is strictly true only if the integrated side-wall boundary-layer 
den ity, defined by 

.f pdy ( ) 

where y i the direction perpendicular to the tunnel wall and 
y= 0 is the wall, is the samc over the entire field of view of 
the interferometer. Obviously, this can never be exactly 
true since the pressure field caused by the model, the 
boundary-layer growth, and the shock-wave and boundary
layer interaction all tend to change this value. An indica
tion that all these effects migbt be mall was obtained from 

the model tests where pre ures were mea ured at two 
points on the model in the center of the pan, wbere the 
flow is closely two-dimensional; tbe densi ty increment be
tween tbese two point on the model wa compared with 
the density increment given by the interferogram. The 
standard deviation from zero of the difference between these 
two increments over the whole range of test Mach numbers 
was about 1 percent of the stagnation density. Also, the 
value of pressure-drag coefficient obtained interferomet
rically for tbe attached-shock-wave ca e checked the 
oblique- hock theory very clo ely, and it is well-known that 
the oblique- hock theory check experiment quite well. 

DETERMI ATIO OF F R EE-STR EAM MACH UM BER 

An in tere ting re ul t of the method of evaluation ju t 
described is tbat the free-stream Mach number in ub onic 
flow can be detcrmined from the interferogram and the 
measured pre ure on tbe model, provided a large enough 
field of view ahead of the model is obtained in the inter
ferogram. Tbis can be done by noticing that a certain 
number of compre ion contour appear around the leading 
edge and then expan ion contour follow these toward the 
back part of the airfoil; the center fringe corresponding 
to free- tream den ity can then be traced ou into tbe flow 
field (sec, e. g., fig . 9(a) to 9(d) of the 10° wedge in sub onic 
flow). The exact value of the den ity can be determined on 
thi fringe a de cribed previously and, hence, knowing 
the tagnaLion density in the settling cbamber, the effective 
free-stream Mach number can be deLermined from the 
i entropic-flow relation. It is believed that this effective 
Mach number i a good approximation to Lhe free-flight 
free- tream 1ach number and would give the same .flow as 
that measured in th wind tunnel for the very mall model 
used in the e te t . 

This method is more accurate at high- ubsonic speeds 
than at low peeds ince more contour line are obtained on 
the aU'foil at the higher speeds (sec above LiSCLlS ion). The 
estimated accuracy in determining free-stream Mach num
ber in thi way wa ±O.OI for the range of ubsonic Mach 
number teste 1. 

The free- tream Mach numbers for the upersonic tests 
were obtained by calibrating the flexible-nozzle jack settings 
against Mach number with a static-pre me probe in the 
center of the Lunnel. The probe wa Lraver ed upstream 
and downstream in Lhe region where the models were to be 
tested and an average Mach number was obtained there. 
The standard deviation from this average value were of the 
order of ±O.005 in Mach number for the range of supersonic 
11ach number te ted. 

WI D-TU ' EL CHOKJ ' G 

In all the ub onic te ting the embedded super onic zone 
wa not allowed to touch the upper or lower wall. In one 
or two of the low-supersonic test there wa a question 
whether the embedd d subsonic zone touched Lhe ceiling or 
not. In case it did, it is well-known that in such case the 
detached shock changes its curvature ncar the ceiling so as 
to come in nearly normal to the wall. ince the models 
were so very small (}{s in. thick compared with the IO-in. 
height of the tunnel) , it i believed that the effect of tbi on 
the pressure distribution was negligible. 
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REYNOLDS NUMBER 

The value of the R eynold number for all of the e tests 
was approximately 60,000 based on the chord of the model. 
The boundary layer on the model was laminar and no 
effort was made to trip the boundary layer to make it 
turbulent. The compre sion region in the shocks hown in 
the high- u bsonic-flow interferograms is believ d to be 
as ociated with the laminar boundary layer, a mention d 
previously. 

THEORETICAL WORK 0 TRANSONIC FLOW 

RELAXATIO CALCULATIQ S 

In 1946 11acco11 pre ented a paper at the ixth Intel'lla
Lional Oongress for Applied M echanics in which he de cl'ibed 
a relaxation calculation of Lhe compl'es ible flow pa t a 20° 
emiangle wedge followed by a sLraight ec tion aL Mach 

numbers of 0.7 and 1.5. Th e flow field in both ca es con
tained both sub onic and upel' onic velocities. His main 
as umptions were: (1) Sonic velocity occurs at the hould r 
and (2) Lhe treamlines of the flow are perpendicular to the 
sonic line (i. e., the line where sonic velocity occurs in Lhe 
flow). The first as umption can be hown to be correct (s e 
r eference 22) 0 that, indeed, it i not an assumption. Th 
econd a umption, as 1([accoll r ealized, was only approxi

mately correct for M ., = 1.5 and certainly quite incorrect 
far away from the wedge at M .,=0.7 (since the assumption 
leads to an infinite supersonic region above the wedge) . In 
efi'ect, his solu tion at M .,=0.7 wa "choked" in the sense 
that the back part of the body could have no influence on 
the front part. It i we11-lmown that for bodies at high-
ub onic speeds a finite, elo ed uper oruc region occurs in 

the flow, so that the oruc line makes all angle po sible with 
the streamlines, including 0°. The method of solu tion used 
was to a ume po itions of the hock wave and sonic line, 
calculate the residues in the relaxation net using the i en
tropic-flow equations (an approximation since flow behind a 
curved hock is not isentropic), and then readjust the shock
wave and sonic-line location, calculate again, and so forth, 
iterating until the solution closely repeated itself. Maceoll 
found that the pip.' distribution on the wedge surface at 
M ., = 1.5 was nearly identical with the pip. distribution at 
M ., = 0.7. This led him to propose that the pressure in the 
transonic region, on bodie with distinct corners, varied as 
the tagnation pre sure and he presented a drag curve 
through M .,= l for the 20° emiangle wedge calculated on 
this basis. 

Drougge in 1948, following Maccoll, calculated the flow 
past a finite cone of 45° emiangle with detached shock wave 
at 1\1",= 1.80 and 1\1.,= 2.15, using the same assumption 
as Maccoll (reference 1 ) . He also made experiments on 
this cone and found the agreement with his theory rather 
good. He made several te ts at lower upersonic Mach 
numbers al 0 and found that the pip.' distribution on the 
cone urface did remain nearly constant except a the Mach 
number became close to the attachment Mach number. 

Drebinger in 1950 showed how to calculate, by relaxation 
techniques, the flow past finite cone and wedges with de
tached shocks, eliminating the i en tropic-flow assumption 
and the assumption on the streamlines being perpendicular 
to the onic line (reference 19). He calculated a pecific 

243695-53-2 

example-a 26.6° emiangle wedge at M., = 1.44D-and 
checked the calculated shock-wave hape and po ition exper
imentally. His calculation showed that, even for the de
tached-shock case, the sLreamlines differed from being per
pendicular to the onic lines by angles as large as 30°. His 
calculation wa checked in detail experimentally in these 
tests and agreement was found to be excellent. 

TRANSONIC PERTURBATIO THEORY 

By assuming that the velocity component parallel to the 
free-s tream direction differs only by a small quantity u from 
a *, the critical velocity, and keeping only the highest-order 
terms in the differential equation, the equations of two
dimensional irrotational fluid motion are reduced to 

(9) 

It was from these quations that Von Karman and Guderley 
independently arrived at the transonic imilarity laws 
(references 9 and 4). For two-dimensional steady flow past 
section whose shape functions are the same, Lhese laws 
imply that 

(10) 

where M is the local Mach number on the urface of the 
section. The imilal'ity in pressure and drag coefficients 
i then 

(1' + 1)1/3011 

(l ie) 2/3 

(1' + 1)1/30 D 

(l ie) 5/3 

(1l) 

(12) 

These quantitie will be called reduced local Mach number, 
reduced free-stream Mach number, reduced pressure coef
ficient, and reduced drag coefficient, respectively, using 

symbols ~, ~." 011 , and -D' 

By interchanging dependent and independent variables 
in the perturbation equation , the problem becomes linear: 

(13) 

where 

and, by eliminating x by differentiation, the Tricomi eq ua
tion is obtained : 

(14) 

The main difficultie with this hodograph (u, v) plane are: 
(a) The mapping of physical boundaries into the hodograph 
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plane is, in general, not known until the solution to the 
problem i known so that it is not known where to apply the 
boundary condi tion in the hodograph plane and (b) the 
mapping is often multivalued, complicating the olution. 
Two interesting cases are known where the e difficulties 
are avoided. They aTe: (a) The free jet, studied by Tschap
lygin in ] 905, and (b) the finite wedge, studied recently by 
Guderley and Y oshihara, Vincenti and Wagoner, and Cole. 
These latter studies came to the au thor's attention after the 
present experimental study of the finite wedge in transonic 
flow had begun and served to make the study more interest
ing since the data could then be compared wi th the theo
retical results. 

THEORETICAL STUDlES OF TRANSONIC FLOW PAST TIDN WEDGE SECTIONS 

Guderley was the first to formulate the problem of the 
tbin finite wedge in the hodograph; he and Yoshihara, found 
an approximate solution to the problem of the flow past a 
thin double-wedge profil e at ze],o angl e of attack at Mach 
number 1 using the transonic perturbation equations 
(reference 20). 

Vincenti and Wagoner considered the thin double-wedge 
profile at zero angle of attack for low-supersonic !fach 
numbers where the hock wave is detached (reference 21 ). 
Their solutions were effected by relaxation calculations in 
the hodograph plane. H ere the bow shock wave and the 
sonic line are fixed boundaries (their positions are no t 
known originally in the phy ical plane) and the boundary 
condition on the shock is the slope of the streamlines (or 
the lines y=Constant) . This boundary condition was 
first shown by Busemann, who aptly called th e configura
tion a "hedge hog. " 

Cole (refer ence 22) has recently given a simple approxi
mate analytical solution to the flow past a thin ymmetrical 
wedge followed by a straight ection at high-subsonic 
speeds (M", ~ 1). His olution satisfies the Tricomi equa
tion and the boundary conditions on the wedge and at infinity 
but not the boundary conditions on the sonic line. Effec
tively, his solution gives a finite vertical sonic line from the 
shoulder which is also a limiting line. Cole has indicated 
that this solution i the singular part of the solution in the 
hodograph and as such is most likely the main part of the 
solution. It is in teres ting to note that the drag-curve slope 
and curvature at 1\1",= 1 obtained from Cole's solution 
agree exactly with the values obtained from the simple 
physical con iderations of the next section. Also, the pres
sure distribution on the wedge at M ", = 1 agrees within 1 
or 2 percen t with that obtained by Guderley and Yoshihara. 

Since the back half of a double-wedge profile has only a 
very weak influence on the pressure distribution on the 
front half for 1\1",> 1 (only tlu'ough the "last Mach wave" 
from the shoulder point to the sonic point on the detached 
shock), it is reasonable to take the solution of the double 
wedge at M '" ~ 1 and use the front-half solutions in con
nection with Cole's results for M ", ~ 1 for the wedge fol
lowed by a straight section and thus have a solution for the 
latter semi-infinite body completely through the transonic 
range. By using linearized subsonic theory and the shock-

expansion supersonic theory, the zero-angle-of-attack flow 
is obtained for all possible values of M",. 

Tsien and Baron (reference 29) have shown that the 
shock-expansion theory can be expressed in the transonic 
similarity form for thin bodies in pure super onic flow near 
M",=l. 

Von Karman (reference 9) has indicated also how linear
ized subsonic- and supersonic-flow results may be written 
in the transonic similarity form since, from the Prandtl
Glauert similarity, in linearized subsonic theory, 

c = t/c j(~, 1- M dl..) 
p 1-M",2 c '" C 

and, in linearized supersonic theory, 

and from the expressions for reduced pressure 

and Mach number , multiplying both sides by 

these equations may also be written as: 

('Y+ 1)1 /3Gp 

(tJc)2 /3 

but 
('Y + 1)1 /3 Gp 

(tJC)2 /3 

M 2- 1 
~ '" = [( 'Y +"'1)t/cj2/3 

(15) 

(16) 

coefficient 
('Y+ 1)1/3 

(t/c)2/3 ' 

(15a) 

(16a) 

so equations (15) and (16) may be written in transonic form 

(17) 

(1 ) 

The ubsonic pres ure-distribu tion and drag-coefficient 
curves have been calculated h ere from Cole's analytical 
expressions and, combined with the r esults of Guderley and 
Yo hihara, Vincenti and Wagoner, and Tsien and Baron, 
the curves for reduced pressure and 11ach number distribu
tion and redu ced drag coefficient 2 are given in figures 5 to 8 
for the finite wedge followed by a straight section. 

, The reduced drag coefficient given in figurc 8 is tbat {or Lhe half wcdge and is cqual to 

Gv = Sol Gpd CD 
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It can be shown that Cole's solu tion for large negative 
valu es of ~ Q) goes over exactly into the linearized sub onic 
solu tion ( ee appendix A) , The r educed-pre sure-coefficient 
curv e for ~ Q) = - 2,02 in figure 7 i so nearly identical for both 
solu tions that they cannot be told aparL (except that Cole's 
olu tion goes to Ov" at x/c= 1 while the linearized solu Lion 

goes to - co), This is to be expected since th transonic 
perturbation equations are not re trieted to tran onie 
flow but apply equally well to completely sub 0lllC and 
completely supersonic flow,3 The tran onic equation can 
be wri tten in the form 

'This was pointed Ollt to the author by Dr . Millon Van Dyke of the NAC A Ames Aero
nautical Laboratory, 
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where cp is the per turbation potential such that u=U + ~:, 
o<p 

v= oy ' Thus it is clear that for completely subsonic or 

completely supersonic flows the term on the right is negli
gibly small but becomes of paramount importance in transonic 
flow. 

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF TRA SONIC FLOW P AST 
WEDGE AND CIRCULAR-ARC SECTIO S 

CHARA CTE RISTIC F R EE-STREAM MACH NUMBERS 

Critical Mach number.- The M ach number at which 
sonic velocity firs t appears on the wedge is M ",= O (wi thin 
the inviscid theory) since su bsonic flow cannot turn a sharp 
corner. Because of the fact that the boundary layer rounds 
off the corner, and perhaps also because of the spatial 
resolution limitations of the interferometric method, somc 
velocity wa no t found there experimen tally un til 
approximately ~'" = - 0.80 for the wedges. 

The cri tical Mach number for a half circular-arc airfoil 
follow ed by a straight section can be obtained apprm . .'ima tely 
from linearized subsonic theory . This theory gives the 
surface pre sure distribution as 

C = - 4(l/c) [ 1 - (1 -~) 10 x/c ] 
P 7r 1 -It;f '" 2 c g. 1 - (x / c ) 

whi ch yields 
-1.626(l/c) 
,1l _M",2 

(20) 

(21) 

a t x/c= 0.783 (see appendix B). This equation can also be 
written in transonic similarity form by multiplying both 

id es by «(;t~2;:/3 (as shown in the previous section): 

- -1.626 
CV m • n =--::-=~=",'- (22) 

Now, wi thin th e transonic per turbation theory, 

(23) 
H ence 

(24) 

Equating C\ . to Cp one obtains the critical r educed 
Mach numbe;·n .. 

~"'cT=- 0. 8 71 

For the thickness ra t io t/c= 0.088 used in these tes ts, this 
predicts a critical Mach number of 0.834 at x/c= 0.783. 
E xperimentally, the critical Mach number wa found to be 
0.825 and occurred somewhere between x/c= 0.75 and 0.95 
(the pressure distribution was very fla t in this range) . It is 
interesting to note that the experimental M "'CT was higher 
for the wedges than for the cu:cular-arc profile of the same 
thickness ratio . Thi wa probably due to a combination 
of three effects: (1) The boundary layer for the ame 

R eynolds numbers used here was fairly thick in comparison 
with the dim ension of the model and thus it "rounded off" 
the houlder more than would be the case at higher Reynolds 
numbers. (2) The heigh t of the uper onic zone, even for 
an ideal nonviscou flow past thin wedges, appears to be 
quite small until the free-strcam Mach number is quite 
close to 1. This is apparent from Cole's theory and also 
from the argument in reference 25 that the height of shocks 
in the supersonic zone must be of the form 

(3) The spatial resolution of the interferometric method may 
not have been sufficien t to detect very small super onic 
zone near th e shoulder. There is also a large r efraction 
error near the shoulder due to the high den ity gradients 
which tends to obscure details of the flow there. 

Shock-attachment Mach number .- The hock-attachmen t 
Mach number depends only on the opening angle of the 
profile at the leading edge and can be predicted quite pre
ci ely by obliqu - ho k theory . If e i the semiopening angle, 
then it can be shown that approximately, for thin profile, 

M "' A
2

- 1 3 
[(y+ 1)0]2/3 42/3 (25) 

(see appendix C). If tic is the thickness ratio of the cil'cular
arc section, e ~ 2 (t/c). H ence for the circular-arc profile 

3 
~"'A= 22 /3 (26) 

Mach number at which sonic velocity a.ppears behind an 
oblique shock.- The Mach numb er a t which sonic velocity 
appeal' behind an oblique shock M ",s is just slightly higher 
than M "'A and again is a function only of the opening angle. 
These values can also be found quite precisely from oblique
shock theory and approximately in similarity form can be 
given as 

M "'S2_ 1 
~"'s= [('Y+ 1)ej2 /3 

for the wedge ( ee appendix C) and 

for the circular-arc section. 

CHA RA CTERISTI C VALUES OF LOCAL MACH UMBER 

(27) 

(28) 

Mach number at leading edge.- The M ach number at the 
leading edge is zero (a stagnation point) for all free-stream 
Mach numbers less than the at tachment Mach number. 

Mach number at shoulder of wedge.- The M ach numb er 
at the shoulder of the wedge just before the turn is always 1. 
This is easily seen in the case of flow wi th detached shock 
since the only characteristic distance of the finite wedge i 
the distance from the leading edge to the houlder which 
mu t determine the hock-detachment distance, and, if the 
onic point occurred ahead of the shoulder , the shoulder 
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could not influence the shock po ition. ub onic flow cannot 
turn a sbarp corner so the flow must therefor reach 1Iach 
number 1 right at the corner. In the case of ub ollic free
stream Itow the argument i not simple ( ee reference 22) . 

At Lhe houlder the flow around the corner is locally a 
centered Prandtl-Meyer [an starting from M= 1. The Mach 
number ju t behind the corner is thus determin d only by 
the wedge angle and is independent of the free-stream Mach 
number. Behind this point the flow will recompre to the 
free- tream 1ach number through a shock or series of shocks, 
for free- tream Mach number Ie than the attachment 
Mach number. The expres ion for Mach number }.ifPA( 

behind an expan ion from M = 1 through an angle e is 

e = ..J~+~ tan- 1 ..J~+ ~ M n /-l-tan- 1 NJpM
2-1 (29) 

Expanding the right-hand ide in power of M PA/-1 
(a s umed mall) , the firs t nonzero term yields 

2 (Mn/-1)3/2 e=- (30) 
3 1' + 1 

which is in tran onic similarity form so 

~PM (31) 

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 0 BODIES MOVING TRROUGH 
A I FI ITE FLUID AT SPEEDS EAR MACH UMBER 1 

STATIONARY VALUE OF LOCAL MACH NUMBER AT FREE-STREAM MACH 
NUMBER 1 

During the cour e of these investigation it wa found 
that for the wedge and circular-arc ections the local Mach 
number distributions on these sections at very high ub onic 
speed (above NJ"'cr but below choking Mach number) 
and at very low supersonic speed (where the detached 
shock wave was a chord leng!'h or 0 ahead of the ection) 
were n arly identical. In tryincr to understand why thi 
hould be 0, the following explanation wa derived: (1) At 

low- uper onic peed th bow hock wave i detach d a 
great distance ahead of the profile and a subsonic flow region 
i embedded in the flow field between the hock and the 
sonic linc. The part of the hock directly ahead of the 
profile i nearly normal over quite a di tance (of cour e, the 
slop of the shock a ymptolically tend to the lope of the 
Mach wave of the free- tream flow at large distance lateral 
to the flow direction). N agamat u (reference 30) has prc
viou ly indicated this and points ou t that the flow pa I, the 
profile hould be cIo ely approximated by assuming the 
profile i in a high-speed ub onic flow where the velocity 
distribution at infinity is slightly nonuniform, the minimum 
velocity being directly ahead of the plofile and equal to tbe 
velocity behind the normal hock and then inerea ing in 
both lateral direction. (2) Now the normal shock near 
Mach number 1 is nearly ymmetrical in the sen e that the 
Mach number behind the hock is jut as much below 1 a 

the Mach number ahead i above 1. This follows from tbe 
normal- hock relation: 

1 -1\1122= .L1ifI2_1 

1+ 'Y~1 (Ml2- 1) 

(32) 

where Ml i the Mach number ahead of the hock and M 2 
is the Mach number behind the shock; 0 near M 1= 1, 

or 
(33) 

(34) 

Therefore if M", = l+f, where f is small, the How past the 
profile is nearly the same a the flow pa t the profile at 
Ai., = 1- E ince the Mach number behind the central part 
of the detached hock wave i almo t exactly 1- E. It 
follows therefore that the local 1ach number di tribution 
on the profile sill·face mu t have a stationary value at 
M", = 1 and furthermore vary only slowly in the neighbor
hood of M ", = 1. MathelYJatically this mean 

(35) 

It should be noticed that thib n,rgument i ba cd on two 
assumption : 4 (1) The detached bow wave moves very far 
ahead of the profile as the flight Mach number decreases 
toward 1. (2) The radiu of curvature of the detached bow 
wave at points directly ahead of the profile becomes ex
tremely large a the flight Mach number decrea e toward 1. 

Examining these a sumptions, it would cern that the 
ame reasoning should apply to any finite three-dimen ional 

body in an infinite fluid Lraveling at speeds near Mach 
number 1, except that now two radii of curvatme at point 
on the detached bow wave ahead of the body must be 
a sumed to become large as the flight Mach number de
creases toward 1. The detached bow wave is so far away 
from the body at peed just lightly above Mach number 1 
that the body appear a only a very small object in relation 
to the radii of curvature of the bow wave and hence it 
would appear as though the hape and attitude of the b~dy 
could have no appreciable effect in changing the argument 
pre ented above. 
~he reasoning hould al 0 apply to an infinite yaWed 

cylmder (,:ho e cro ection may be finite or, if the angle 
o~ attack 1 0, may extend infinitely far downstream) pro
vlded that the Mach number con idered is the component, 
of the Mach number normal to the generators of the cylinder. 

These. argument arc for steady-flight speeds. Large 
acce~eratlOns through onie flight speed could con eivably 
modify the phenomenon. Thus it i difficult to judge 
whether or not the available flight-test data confirm the 
concept since nearly all such data come from missile tests 

. • It is believed tbat these are not actually assumptions but are capable of demonstration 
If one assumes a smooth variation of drag ihrough Mach number 1. 
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that involved large accelerations (or decelerations) through 
sonic flight speeds. The tran onic-bump tests of Weaver 
on sweptback wings (reference 1) would seem to upport 
these conclusion since they how drag-coefficient maximums 
very near Mach number 1, a necessary consequence of the 
concept for finite three-dimensional bodies and finite, 
un wept , two-dimensional bodies as will now be shown. 

SLOPE OF PRESSU R E- AND DRAG-COEFFICIENT CU R VES AT M ",= 1 

Equation (35) enables one to calculate the slope of the 
pres ure- and drag-coefficient curve at Mach number 1 
as follow: 

(36) 

f( I+'Y-l M 2) ~ l l ') 2 '" l' 

07J=-~-2 -1 
'Y NI", 1+ 'Y 21M2 

(3 7) 

for i entropic flow so 

(3 ) 

USIng 

.£ ow for a two-dimen ional body the pressure-drag coeffi cien t 
(based on the chord) i given by the contour integral 

where 
1, unit vector in stream direction 
'n unit vector normal to profile point ing outward 
ds element. of length along profile contour 
so if the angle of attack i constant and M ", is changing 

But. ~'i.n d =0 for a closrd contour, 0 

dOD I 2 0 I dM =- +1 D M ",=1 
Q) Af oo=l 'Y 

(39) 

(40) 

( 41 ) 

For the front part of a profile (defined as that part ahead 
of t.he maximum thickne s) thr usual definition of a drag 
coefficient is 

(42) 

where J.b means the counterclockwise line integral from the 

point of maximum thickne on t.he upper urface to the 
point of maximum thickne on the lower surface; thus 

o 

dO D P \ =_4_!:.. co a _ _ 2_ 0 I 
dM", M ",= 1 'Y + 1 C 'Y + 1 Dp M", - I 

where 

t maximum thickne of profile 
a angle of attack of profile 

imilarly the drag coefficient for the rear part i 

OD = _1:. r "O/J'i.nd 
R c .J b 

__ R = -- - cos a--- 0 D dOD I -4 t 2 I 
dM", M ",= 1 'Y + l c 'Y + 1 R M ",= I 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

For the test on wedge and circular-arc ections followed 
by straight ection the concept of drag coefficien of the 
front part of the section will often be u ed. 

For bodie of revolution (which include spheres, cone
cylinders, etc. ) the pre sure-drag coefficient (ba ed on maxi
mum cross- ect ional area) at zero angle of attack j 

where 
R maximum radius of body 
l length of body 
x distance from no e along axis 
Therefore 

dOD I 
dlvI ", M ",= I 

(46) 

a before in the t.wo-dimen ional case. However, for front 
and back drag coeffIcients 

(47) 

o 

dO D P \ = _ 4 _ _ _ 2_ C I 
dM _ 'Y+ 1 'Y+ 1 Dp M", = I 

CD fl.f CD - 1 

(48a) 

and imilarly 

(48b) 

and these differ from two-dimensional value obtained above 
in equations (43) and (45) by not involving the finenes 
ratio of the body (thi i of course due to t.he different 
reference area for drag coefficients). 

For the general finite three-dimensional body the pre ure
drag coefficient is aiven by 
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(49) 

where A is some reference area of the body and i th e 
urface of the body. It follows a it did previou ly that 

SLOPE OF DRAG-COEFFICIENT CURVE AT M ", = II TRANSONIC SIMILARITY 
PARAMETERS FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS 

Wi thin the tran onic approximation 

(50) 

so 

(51) 

Now d_dMM I = = 0 implies that. ddt~ I = = 0; henc 
co M CD 1 t.; co f cc 0 

(52) 

ow 

C = - - C 7,"nd -- 1 ~ - (8) 
p ~c v C 

(53) 

so 

(54) 

imilarly it is easy to how that 

(55) 

and 

(56) 

OTHER DATA SHOWlNG SLOW VARIATION OF LOCAL MACH NUMBER EAR 
tl'f m = l 

A m en tioned previou ly, Maccoll in 1946 had already 
proposed the slow variation of local Mach number neal' 
M ", = 1 on "bodies having di tinct corners. " It appear 
that tbis latter r estriction is not nece ary. Maccoll ' pro
posal wa ba ed on rath er slim evidence and it i beli eved 
that h ere, on the basis of the argumen t presented concerning 
the normal shock, the prin ciple is explained more convinc
ingly. Al 0 the experimental evidence given h ere and by 
Drougge (reference 18), Bleakney and Griffi th (pel' onal 
communication), W eaver (l'efel'enc I ), and by some A A 
reports tends to bear out Lhe conclusions of low variation of 
local Mach number on bod ies near M ", = l. 

Tbi fact i sometime slighLly ob cured in the JA A 
report because pres ure coeffi ient was plotted in tead of 
p/Po or local Mach number. However , con tant Mach 
number lines were sometime drawn in the e plots and there 
the evidence shows up strongly ( ee, e. g., reference 31, fig . 
7 to ll, pp. 36 and 37). The relative constancy of local 

Mach number di tribution near 1\1", = 1 for airfoils at an 
angle of attack is al 0 shown clearly in figures 8, 9, and 10 
of reference 32. 

ON COMPARING THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 

In reference 21 and 25 discussions were presented on the 
philosophy of comparing experiments with approximate 
theories, and these discu ions will not be repeated here 
except to mention that in some of the theor tical curve~ 
pre ented here th e values have been shown with a certain 
pread which 1'e ult from using a pressure coeffi cien t equal 

u-u u-u 
to - 2 ~ or -2 U (the former value is the one that 

fi t into transonic similari ty theory; the latter value is the 
one more commonly used in perturbation analy is) . 

In connection with the idea pre ented in r eference 25 of 
extrapolating experimental data to zero thickne s in order 
to compare with r esult from transonic pertmbation analyses , 
it is interesting to note that the characteristic Mach numbers 
men tioned in the section "Characteristic F eature of Tran-
oruc Flow past Wedge and Circular-Arc Section " can be 

presented in power of the thickness of the wedge (or equiv
alently in power of the wedge angle), the first term of 
which gives the transonic similarity expres ion; two of these 
values are 

(5 7) 

(See appendixes D and E.) In tran onic perturbation 
theory the terms in 0 on the right-hand ide are neglected . 
This can lead to fairly large errors for even moderately 
large values of 0 since the approach to 0= 0 i nonlinear and 

dd;s and dJ;M -700 a 0-70 (5 9) 

Judging from this one might expect that quantitative 
agreement of tr ansonic perturbation analyses with experiment 
would not be so good. However, in comparing two similar 
shapes with only lightly different thickne ratio by 
transonic imilari ty con ideration one would expcct fa irly 
good agreement. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

FLOW FIELD NEAR 10· WEDGE 

Figure 9 show in terferograms of the flow past Lhe 10° 
emiangle wedge for 14 :Mach number from 0.700 to 0.892 

and 1.207 to 1.465 (the interferogram for the 4%° and 
7 }~ O wedge were vcry imilar and hence are not shown h ere). 
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(b) 11'1", =0.794; p",/p.=0.743. 

FIGt;RE 9.-Interfcrograms of flow past 10° semiangle wedge for various Mach numbers. 

-:'(d-:)------ -

(e) ]vI", =0. 52; p", /p.=0.712. (d) M ", =0.892; p", /p.=0.691 . 

F IGU RE 9.-Continued. 
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p 
Po = 0.728 

,- .496 

(e ) (f) 

(e) ,\if 00 = 1.207; Poo /p.=0.5?I3. (I) Nfoo = J .240; Poo /p .=0.511. 

FIGU RE 9.- Coniinued. 

FIGU RE 9 .- Continu <l. 
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(i) M ", = 1.356; p",/p.=0.457. 

FIG onE 9.- Continued • 

All 

(k) .M ", = 1.391; p",/p.=0.44 1. 

FIGURE 9.- Continued. 

t ; 0.690 -
rO .716 

.742 

.768 
(j) 

OJ AI ", = 1.3i 5; p", /p.=O.449. 

(I) M ",= 1.411; p",/p.=0.432. 
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. 664 .. 
-LO.682,:· 
Po . (m) 

.400 

(ill ) M", =1.436; p",/p. =0.422. 

.401 

P
p = 0.623· . 
o '. 

«if 
(n) M", =1.465; p", /p.=OA09. 

FIGURE g.- Concluded. 

Notice that the line of con Lant den ity in the ubsonic-flow 
interferograms are rougbly ellipLical in shape as predicted 
by the theory (ee appendixe A and B) . A upersonie 
flow region wa first detected between M ", = 0.700 and 0.794 
(the onic line is shown as a da hed line in the figUTes) and 
a shock emanating from lhe corner appear in the super-
onic zone at M ", = 0.794. A the lI[ach number wa 

increas d, this zone grew larger and a shock appeared at 
the rear of it, while the hock emanating from the corner 
weakened and disappeared. This rearward shock wa of 
the typical A type a ociated with a laminar boundary 
laye!', and th e interferogram clearly illdicated the separation 
of the boundary layer ahead of thi shock. The similari ty 
between the flow field at M ",= O. 92 and at M ",=1.207 
(fig. 9 (d) and 9 (e)) is striking; the base of the rearward 
hock has moved quite far back on the 'wake of the blunt 

trailing edg at M oo = 1.207 but in the vicini ty of and ahead 
of Lh e onic line the two fields are nearly identical ex p t 
for the detached Ehock wave which appears abou t 1 % chord 
lengths ahcad of the wedge at 1\([00 = 1.207. As the Mach 
number was increased above 1.207, tbe detached hock 
moved in do er to the leading edge and finally "attached'; 
at a Mach number quite do e to Lhe theoretical attachmen t 
Mach number of 1\11",= 1.41 . Notice that the pro e s of 
attachment is very con tinuou . The effect of the boundary 
layer is quite noticeable in the la t few interferograms: 
Thi can be roughly accoun ted for by considering the 

boundary layer to chdng the hape of the body by its 
di placement thickne and then considering a nonvi cous 
flow pa t till revi ed hape. On the wedge the boundary 
layer will not grow so rapidly as on a flat plate because of the 
favorable pre sure gradient and, in fact, the effect of the 
trong expansion around the corner is known to cau e an 

almost complete collap e of the boundary layer there. As 
the bow shock wave gets close to attachment, the velocitie 
in the subsonic region behind it are getting very clo e to 
onic velocity and hence the flow in this region is very 
en itive to any ligh t curvature of the "revi ed hape" 

of the wedge. Thi account for the hift of the base of the 
sonic line forward to the leading edge a the hoel ap
proache attachment. The nonviscou theory would in
dicat that the sonic line would alway begin at the corner 
and, at a Mach number ju t lightly above the hock
attachment Mach number, the whole ub onic I' gion would 
become sonic; then, with increa ing Mach number, the flow 
behind the shock would be completely upel'sonic. As 
observed, the boundary-layer effect is to make the wedge 
have a cUTved urface and the onic line actually move 
slowly from the corner to the no e. Even with an aLtached 
hock wave at Moo = 1.465 the flow behind the shock is no t 

qui te uniform (a nonvi cous theory would indicate it 
should be) because of the effective curved urface caused 
by the boundary layer. 
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LOCAL MACH NUM BER OISTRIBUTIO ON THREE TID WEDGES 

Figure 10 hows the variation of local ~Iach numb r 
di tribution on the urface of the 4W, 7W, and 10° emiangle 
wedge with fr e- tl'eam :Mach numbel' . Thi hould be 
compared with figure 5 which how the corre ponding 
theoretical curve in terms of the tran onic similarity p!1l'am
eters. The general behavior of th e theoretical and ex
perimen tal curves i quite definitely in good agreemen L. 
P!1l,ticularly noteworthy i the low variation of the local 
.Mach number di tribution n ear free- tream :'1ach number l. 

PRESSURE-COEFFICI ENT DISTRJBUTIO 'S ON THREE TIDN W EDGES 

The low variation of th e Mach number di tribu tion in 
the range ne!1l' M ",= l i ob cW'ed ,,-h en th e re ult !1l'e 
plotted in term of pres ure coefficient , ince th e pressure 
coeffi cien t change a great cleal if local Mach numbcr i con-
tant while the free-stream Mach number change. A better 

parameter for pre enting tran onic pre ure dis tribution 
would be plpo (pIpa' in ca e of a detached hock) . T.'-pical 
Op di tributions !1l'e shown in figure 11 for tb e 7W wedge 
(the re ult for th e 10° and 4}6° wedge were very similar 
and h ence they are not pre ented). The point hown \\-ere 
where the fringe inLer ected the body in th e interferogram . 
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FIGUnE l1.- Pressure dis tributions [or n~o semiangle wedge. 

Since for a wedge the drag coefficient i proportional to the 
average Gp , the drag rise i evident in the sub onic di tribu
tion as the point where Gp = 0 moves rearward with increasing 
free-stream Mach number. Linearized subsonic theory 
(which predict GD= O) locates the Gp= O point at x/c= 50 
percent. Figure 7 hows theoretical reduced Gp distribution 
at various reduced free-stream Mach numbers. Again the 
qualitative agreement of the e curves with experiment I S 

eviden t . 

SHOCK-DETACHME T DJSTA CE FOR THREE THIN WEDGES 

Figure 12 shows the shock-detachment distance against 
reduced free-stream Mach number for the three thin wedge 
and includes the theoretical values from reference 21. H cre 
Vincenti and Wagoner 's value for t .. have been multiplied 

b ~"'A l o=iW ' .. y -t--I--- III order to make the tran ornc pertUl'batLOn 
t;: COA 0=00 

valu e of detachment reduced Mach number agree with the 
value from oblique-shock theory for the 7}~o wedge: 5 Th e 
r eason for thi was discussed in the section "On Comparing 
Theory and Experiment," namely, the difficulty of comparing 

, In terms o[ Mach number, [or the H~ o wedge the shock theory predicts attachment at 
,;vI a> A = 1.33 (~ '" A =1.68), wbile the transon ic perturbation theory predicts M a> A = 1.25 (~ "" 

=1. 191. 
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(b) Supersonic. 

FIG UnE H.- Concluded. 

transonic perturbation theory quantitatively with expcri~ 
ment. Notice how rapidly the shock wav move away 
from the wedge as the Iach number is decrea ed toward 1. 

DRAG-COEFFICIENT VARIATION WITH MA C H NUMBE R FOR THREE THIN 
WEDGES 

It wa shown in r eference 25 that the viscous drect on 
the wedge tend to compensate each other at the leading 
edge and the should er 0 tl)at the over-all pressure drag is 
nearly the same a if the flow were invi cid. Thus it would 
be expected that the pre sure-drag coefficient obtained by 
in tegrating the experimental pressure distributions would 
check the inviscid tran onic perturbation theory . The 
red u ced drag coeffici en t u ed here wa 

- ( 1- (X) 
GD= Jo Gpd c (60) 

which i , in es ence, the reduced drag coefficient of the 
upper (or lower) half wedge. Thi wa done ince the w dge 
model wa regarded as the front half of a dOll ble-wedge 
profile and hence the value given here is the part of the 1'e-
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FIGUIlE 12.- Shock,detachmenL dislance against reduced Mach number for a wedge. 

duced drag coefficient contributed by the front half of uch 
an airfoil (CDp as in equation (42)), ba ed on the chord of the 
double-wedge profile, which would be twice the chord of the 
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mod el u ed h ere. Of cour e, this viewpoint is valid only for 
supersonic free-stream Mach number. 

Figme 13 shows the reduced drag coeffi cients for the till'ee 
thin wedges plotted again t reduced Mach number . It is 
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FUi LI HE 13.-Experimclllal red uced drag cocflicicnt against rcd uced l\lfach number on a wedge . 

een that th e res ults give nearly a univer al curve, which 
they should if the tran onic imilarity Jaw is true, but that 
there are sy tematic varia tion with wedge angle. This is 
to be expected ba ed on the discu ion of the section "On 
Comparing Theory and ExperimenL. " The vertical lines 
throu!Yh thl.' I.'xperimentaJ point indicate estimated accuracy 
of the data. This figure hould be compared with figure , 
the theoretical redu ced-drag-coefficient variation with re
duced Mach number. I t i obvious that the qualitative 
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FIflL"fIE 14.-Drag coefficienl against M ach number for 4,,°. ;1 ,° . and 10° semi"ngte wedges. Comparison of theory with experiment. 
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agreement of theory and experimen t i good. In figure 14 
the theory and experiment are compared directly for the 
three thin wedge. H ere the theoretical drag coefficient 
are hown with a vertical spread, the upper valu s for 
M",> 1 corre ponding to the u e of the press UTe coefficient 

- 2(u-u ) 
1)= * '" and the lower value, to the use of the pres-

a 
- 2(u-u ) 

ure coefficien t Op= U "'. The situation i vice 

vcr a for M ", <1. From thi figure i t is eviden t tha t th 
transonic pertUTbation theory give a good approximation 
to experiment. 

F LOW FI ELD AT M",= 1.44 FOR THE 26 .6° WEDGE 

FigLu'e 15 hows the experimental and theoretical consLan t
velocity lines in the subsonic region behind the detach d 
shock wave for a 26.57 0 emiangle wedge at 1\11",= 1.44 . 
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FIGU RE 15.-Constant Mach number contours lor 26.6° semiangle wedge at , \1 00= 1.440. 

The theoretical analy is wa made from relaxation calcu
lation by Drebinger (reference 19) who used the flow equa
tion with entropy variation behind the shock taken into 
accoLUlt. The experimental con tant-velo ity line were 
determined from the isopycnic lines of the in terferogram by 
taking into account the lateral tagnation-pres UTe gradien t 
behind the cUTved shock. The isopycnic lines near thi 

Lrong shock wave wer probably slightly in error becau e of 
the " mearing out" of the pre sure di continuity acro the 
shock in the side-wall boundary layer. It is een that the 
agreement between theory and experiment on detachment 
listanee and constant-velocity con tour ncar the wedge i 

good. 
FigUTe 16 how the urfaee press UTe distribution from 

reference 17 and the present experiments. Ao-ain it i seen 
that the agreement is good. 

.1 I 
-- Theoretical 

0 (Drebinger) 
Experimental 

1.0 

\ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

.9 

P 
Po' .8 

~ 

1\ 
0\ 

.7 

' .6 

0 
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

x!c 
FIG URE 16.- Prcssurc distribution on a 26.6° semiangle wrdge at ,If 00 = 1.440. 

no w FIELD NEA R THE .S-PER CENT CIRC LAR-ARC ECTlO 

FigUl'e 17 show interferograms of the flow pa t the 
.8-per cent circular-arc ection for 14 ~/lach number from 

0.71 to 0.936 and 1.11 to 1.500. 
uper onic velocity first occurred at 1\11",= 0. 25 ( ee the 

ection "Critical Mach nLlInber") and in figures 17 (c) and 
17 (d) a nearly symmetric super onic zone i hown a t 
lId'00= 0.84. No shoe],;: waves were apparent in this zone, 
although a en itive schlieren apparatu migh t hav shown 
orne weak hocks there. At ,Moo =0. 90 the upersonie 

zone has grown rapidly and now terminate in the }.-shock 
configuration. Furth er increase of the Mach number to 
11d'",= 0.935 (fig. 17 (e) and 17 (f)) shows the supersonic 
zone increasing laterally and the terminating hock moving 
rearward into the wake of the body. Figures 17 (e) and 
17 (f) also show the den ity distribution at l id'", ~ 1.11 (the 
detached hock wave wa just out of the field of view of the 
in terferometer) and it is inLere ting to note th imilarity 
between the flow field at M ",= 0.935 and l id'", ~ 1.11. I t 
would appear as though the shock terminating the super-
onic zone at A100= 0.935 had moved rearward Lo form the 

trailing-edge shock (whi ch is actually in Lhe wake here 
because of the blunt trailing edge) and the uper onic zone 
bad grown la terally un t il the onic line joined wi th the 
detached hock fa r away from the bod,v at M oo = 1, th u 
eau ing an embedded sub onie zone in the uper onic flow 
wi th further increase in 1-Iach number. 
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FWI'RE 17.- Inter(erograms o( now past . -percent circular-arc section (or various Mach numbers. 
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FIGU RE 17.-Continued. 
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.498 

(i) ,'of 00 = 1.250; Poo /p.=O.flJ7. (j) AIm = 1.300; Poo /p.=0.483. 

FWL'HE 17 .- Conlinu~d, 

(k ) Af 00 = 1.350; Poo /p, =0,460. (I) ,V oo = 1.400: Poo /p,=0,43i. 

F'lnCRJo: It.- Continued. 
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p p;; = 0.525 ----

(m) In) 

(m) 11£., = 1.450; p.,/p.=0.416. (n ) 1Ir = = 1.500; "_/,, .=0.395. 

FIG HE 17.-CoucludecJ. 
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FIGURE lS.- Local Mach Dumber aga inst x/c for increasing free-stream Maeh Dumbcr. 
percen t circular-arc section. 

With furthcr increase of Mach numbcr abovc M .,= l.ll, 
figure 17 (g) to 17 (n) show that the deLached hock again 
approached the leading dge and the embedded subsonic 
zone decrea ed in ize until finally the hock "attached" 
somewhere between M., = 1.400 and 1\1.,= 1.450 (thc theo
retical valuc beinO' 1\1., A = 1.423) . 

LOCAL MACH UMBER DISTRIBUTIO S 0 S.S-PERCE T CIRCULAR-ARC 
SECTJO 

Figure 1 shows the local 1ach number di tribution for 
the S.S-percent circular-arc ection a obtained from the 
experiments at various free- tream Mach numbers. Again 
it is apparent that the variation of local Mach number 
di tribution ncar M .,= l is very low and, indeed, the dis
tribution for _M., = 1 could be interpolaLed from this figure 
wi th good accmacy. 

Figme 19 i a cross plot of the data of figlll'c 1 except 

o -0--- ------ -<).--

-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -.5 0 .5 1.0 1.5 

<co 

FIGURE 19.- Variatiou of rcd uccd local Mach number distribution with rcduced frec-strcam 
Mach Dumber. . -percent circular-arc section. 
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that here the data are given in transonic similarity param
eters. This figure shows contours of constant reduced 
local Mach number on a plo t of reduced free-stream Mach 
number against chordwi e po ition. The dashed lines repre
sent subsonic local Mach numbers; the solid lines, supersonic 
local Mach numbers. ote again the slow variation of 
local Mach number distribution with free-stream Mach 
number near sonic velocity. 

PRESSURE-COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTIONS 0 8.S-PERCENT CIRCULAR-ARC 
SECTIO 

Figure 20 shows the pressure-coefficient distributions on 
the 8.S-percent circular-arc section for various free-stream 
Mach numbers. The points shown are where the fringes 
intersected the body in the interferogram. Again the 
presentation in this mllllller obscures the interesting fact 
observed in figure IS. 

DRAG-COEFFICIENT VARIATION WITH MACH NUMBER FOR 8.8-PERCENT 
CIRCULAR-ARC SECTION 

Figure 21 shows the experimental determination of the 
drag coefficient of the front part of the S.S-percent circular
arc section. This again is of the nature of a fore drag coef
ficient and, as shown in equation (43), it should have a 

T 
0.1 
1 

o .2 

.819 I 

Sonic point 

cp'o 

Zero for Mm = 

- 0 .935 

.890 

.848 

.819 

.718 

o~ 

.4 .6 .8 1.0 
x/c 

ta) Subsonic. 

FIGURE 2O.-Pressure distributions on an 8. ·percent circular·arc section. 

T 
0 .1 

o .2 .4 .6 
x/c 

i Sonic point 
Cp'O 

.8 

(b) Supersonic. 

FIGU RE 2O.- Concluded. 

-1.160 

-1.200 

-1.250 

- 1.300 

1.0 

positive slope equal to 'Y! 1 ~- 'Y! 1 OD IM", = 1 at 1\11", = 1; thi 

is how the subsonic data have been joined with the super
sonic data. The vertical lines through the experimental 
points again indicate estimated accuracy of the data. For 
the case of an attached shock the pressure distribution can 
be calculated using characteristics theory and the shock 
polar; however, a clo e approximation is obtained by con
sidering the flow behind the shock wave to be PrandtI
M eyer flow. (This yields, approximately, parabolic-shaped 
bow and trailing-edge shock waves ; see reference 33.) From 
this pressure distribution the drag was calculated and is 
shown in figure 21. Taking into account the "reflected" 
characteristics from the shock wave would give more com
pression and increase the drag coefficient so that it would 
agree better with the experimental values at M ", = 1.450 and 
1.500 shown in figure 21. 

Note that the tests were made at low enough supersonic 
speeds to get definitely below the drag-coefficient maximum 
at M ", "" 1.20. 

• 
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FIGU RE 21.- Drag cocmcicnt. against M ach number for 8.S-percent circular-arc section, 

LOCAL MACH NUM BE R DISTRJB UTIQ S 0 A 12-PE RCENT mco VEX 2 .0 r----.-----,-----,----.---~ 
CIRCULA R-AR C AIRFOIL 

Figure 22 shows local Mach number distribu tions from 
r eference 8 for high-sub onic-speed flow over a 12-percent 
biconvex circular-arc airfoil (with turbulent boundary 
layer). The data for the 8. -percent circular-arc section at 
two supersonic speeds have been caled according to the 
transonic similarit,y laws to the 12-pereent case and are 
shown for the fron t half of the 12-pereen t airfoil in figure 22 . 
The back half for these two ease ha been faired in using a 
Prand tl-Meyer expansion which should be approximately 
correct (a more accurate determination could have been 
made using characteri tics theory and the shock polar) . 
At M ", = 1.58, the theory indicate that the shock is attached 
with sonic speed just behind the shock on the leading edge, 
so that the distribution can be ob tained by standard methods 
men tioned above; again the Prandtl-Meyer expansion ap
proximation was used for the distribu tion at M oo = 1.5 III 

figure 22. 
The behavior of the Mach number distributions i similar 

to that of the distributions shown previou ly, except in this 
case the movement of the shock terminating the local uper
onie zone is shown. Apparently little change in local Mach 

number distribution occurs b etw een M oo = 0.936 and 
M oo = 1.29. 

DRAG-COEFFICIENT VARIATION WITH MACH NUMBE R FOR A 12-PERCE T 
BICO VEX CIRCULAR-ARC AIRFOIL 

1.81----+---+---+-----A----l 

Moo= 1.58-· 

/ 

- - - - Liepmann, Ashkenas, and Cole 
--- Similarity extension of present tests 
- -- Prandtl-Meyer flaw approximation 

. 6~-----4-------4-------+-------+------~ 

o .2 A .6 .8 1.0 
x/c 

1. 8 

The data of figure 23 were converted to pres ure which 
were in tegrated to give the pressure-drag coefficient for the 
various free- tream Mach numbers. In addition the drag 
of the front and back halve are shown separately . The 
drag-coeffici ent variation between M oo = 0.96 and M oo = 1.20 
wa based on constant local Mach number dis tribu tion at 
values interpolated between the curves for M oo = 0.936 and 

F IGURE 22.-LocaJ M ach num ber against x/e for increasing free-stream Mach number. IT 
percen t b iconvcx circular-arc ai rfoil. 
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FIGURE 23.- Drag coe!licicnt against Mach numbcr for 12-pcrcent biconvex circular-arc airfoil. (From data of fig. 22 on bas is of constan t Mach num ber d istribution from M"" =0.00 to 1.20.) 

M ",= l.29 . The da ta were faired into the curves for attached 
shock wave calculated on the Prandtl-Meyer expansion 
basis. It is seen that the fore drag coefficient has a maximum 
after M "" = 1 while the drag coefficient of the r ear part has a 
maximum before M ., = l. The over-all airfoil has a maxi
mum drag coeffi ient just before M ., = l in order for the 
curve to have the sligh tly negative lope at 1\11., = 1 given 
by equation (4 1) . 

CONCLUSIONS 

An experimen tal inves tigation of tran onic flow past two
dimensional wedge and circular-arc ections was made u ing 
a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The conclusions may be 
sta ted as follows : 

l. The transonic similarity theory of Von Kurman and 
Guderley wa checked and found to be in good agreemen t 
with experiment for thin wedge profiles near a free-stream 
:Mach number of l. 

2. The resul ts of theoretical calcula tions, using transonic 
per turba tion theory, made by Guderl ey and Yo hihara, 
Vincen ti and Wagoner, and Cole for a wcdge in transonic 
flow were checked experimen tally a t high-sub onic and low
supersonic peed for three wedges of different angles and 
were found to be in good agreemen t with experimen t. 

3. The flow field and the surface pressure distribution for 
a 26 .6° semiangle wedge at a free-stream Mach number of 
l.44 were obtained experimen tally and were found to be in 
excellen t agreemen t wi th th e theoretical calculations of this 
flow made by Drebinger. 

4. The pressure dis tributions and drag coefficients for an 
8.8-percent ci.rcular-arc section followed by a straight section 
and for a 12-percent biconvex circular-arc airfoil were pre
sented completely through the transonic range. It was 
shown that some difficulty arises in comparing two-dimen
sional transonic per turbation theory with experiment, since 
this theory neglects thickness-ratio terms of order (t/c) 213 

and higher ; for even moderate thickness ratios this will 
cause noticeable deviations from more exact theory . 

5. It was shown from some physical arguments that the 
local Mach number distribution on bodies traveling through 
an infinite fluid has a stationary value at free-stream Mach 
number l. Thi wa verified experimentally for the case of 
two-dimensional flow. It wa shown that this concept implies 
a drag-coefficien t maximum just below free-stream Mach 
number 1 for all bodies in steady flight . This fact can be 
u ed to obtain the variation of local Mach number di tribu
tion on bodies completely through the transonic range of 
veloci ties from wind-tunnel tests, provided small models 
are used so that tes ts can be carried well above critical Mach 
number and to low enough upersonic Mach numbers so 
that the bow shock wave i detached a chord length or so. 

CALIFOR I A I NSTI'l'U'l' E OF T EC H N OLOGY, 

P ASA DENA, C ALIF ., J une 1, 1951. 



APPENDIX A 

ASYMPTOTIC REPRESENTATIO N OF COLE 'S SOLUTION FOR LARGE EGATIVE VAL UES OF R EDUCED FR EE-STREA M 
MACH NUMBER 

Cole's olu tion for the high-sub onic-velocity flow pa t a 
thin wedge (reference 22) i given a follows (in Cole's 
notation) : 

sing the tandard methods of partial-fraction expan ion, 
one may Wl"ite 

(
2 ZZ I)1 /3 ( a> 

Y( Z,V; ZI)= - 3- vOJ o 

(61) 

sinh A(Vo-V) 
sinh AVo 

co h A(Vo-V) _ 1 +2 ~ 
-- .L.J co 

sinh AVo AVo n=1 

(64) 

(65) 

X(Z,V;Z I) 

1 1/32/3 fo a> COSh A(Vo-V) J ( )J ( )d = -ZI Z Vo . h~ 2/3 AZ _1/3 AZI A A 

ubstitu ting these into the integral above and making use 
of the integrals 

o sm I\ Vo 
(62( 

where the center line of the wedge i at y = 0; tb leading 
edge, at X= 0; the houlder, at X= 1; and 

and 

(63) 
( a> A 2 

J o A2+a2 J - 1/3(A(3 )J 2/3(A'Y )dA = 

{

- aI2/a(a'Y)K _l/aCa(3 ); (3 ) 'Y > O 

aK2/3(a'Y)LI /3(a(3); 'Y>(3 ) 0 
and the other Ilotation is the same a that in the pre ent 
paper. equations (6 1) and (62) can be written a 

1+ 2 ~ - :Z= n7r co n 7r - 12/3 n 7r - K - 1/3 n7r ~ ; 
Vo Vo n=1 Vo Vo Vo ) (
z )1 /3 ( Z ) 2

/
3 a> ( V ) ( Z ) ( Z ) 

X= ( ( Z )1 /3 ( Z ) 2/3 a> ( V ) ( Z ) ( Z ) -2 ~ - :Z= n 7r co n 7r - K m n 7r - 1- 1/3 n7r ~ ; 
Vo Vo n=1 Vo Vo Vo 

Making use of the asymptotic formulas 

1 

~ e-a" co 
71= 1 

cos 7rx- e-a 

2 cosh a-2 cos 1I" X 

(67) 6 

(68) 

(69) 7 

(73) 

1,(z) = /2 eZ+ ... as Z-'i> OJ 
.., 7r Z 

(70) one can write eq uation 
and ZI a 

(6 ) and (69) for large value of z 

(71) 
. V 

and the simple summation 

a> . sin 1I" X 

_ 1 (2) 1/3( Z Z 1) - 1/6 Sill 7r V;; 
y='i"3 VoVo h 7r(Z-ZI) V; z,z l-'i>OJ 

cos -cos 11" -

:z= e - an Sill n 1l" x = --"..-----
n=1 2 cosh a- 2 cos 1I" X 

(72) 

• Eq uation (67) is froID reference 3~ ; equation (66) is obtai ned by di fferen tiation of eq uation (67) with respect to -y. 

r Figures 5, 6, and 7 were calculated from this equatiol1 for v=O, for the cases <a> ;;;0. 

Vo Vo 
(74) 

29 
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co 

(75) 

Eliminate v between equation (74) and (75) for ZI>Z~ co 

( r C;+ (Z / ZI)1 /6e- d
Z

-
Z t )/°o r 

) y ~+) 2 sinh [1r (z - Z I)/VO] ~= 1 
) (Z /ZI)1/6 () (Z /ZI) I/6 ( 
~2 (3 z d2)1 /3 inh [1r (Z-Z I)/VO] ) ~ 2 sinh [,r (z- ZI)/vo] ) 

(76) 

and for Z>ZI ~co simply r eplace x by x-I and Z-ZI by 
ZI-Z in equation (76). Thus th e line of con tant Mach 
number are ellipse wi th cen ter on y= O, with ratio of eml
axes equal to 

(77) 

which is precisely the olu tion gIven by the linearized 
subsonic theory (see appendix B ) . 

J ow, in the notation of the presen t paper , 

and since ~- ~'" i sm all on th e wedge and since 

p= - 2( ~- ~ "' ) 
one can wri te 

H ence, 

Vo 
21r (_ ~ )3/2 { [ 1_~~+ .. . J-l} 
3 '" 4 (- ~"') 

so, approximately, 

(7 ) 

imilarly, for large values of Z and ZI i t follow that 

( 
Z )1 /6 
~ ",=, 1 ; z , ZI~CO for Z-ZI mall (79) 

ubsti tuting equations (78) and (79) into equation (16), one 
ge ts the exact linearized sub onic solu tion for constant
velocity line (see appendix B ). Therefore on the wedge 
(y- O) , from equation (76) , (7 ) , and (79), one has appro),,'i
mately for large value of Z and ZI 

olving thi for p . 

or 

- 2 I -x 
('p ..j- ~",= -- log, - x -

TI 

( 0) 

which i preci ely the linearized ub onic olu tion for flow 
pa t a wedge (se appendix B) . Thus ole' olu tion far 
away from M ", = 1 tend exactly to t.he linearized sub onic 
olu tion. 

APPENDIX B 
LINEARIZED SUBSO IC A D SUPERSONIC FLOW PAST WEDGE A D CIRCULAR-ARC SECTIO S 

UNEARJZED SUBSO Ie FLOW PAST A WEDGE 

Let the wedge cen ter lin e be on y= 0, wi th the leading 
edge a t x= o and the houlder at x= c. Then th e incom
pressible-flow problem is to find an analytic function u-iv 
such that V= 0 on y = 0 excep t for O< x< c wh ere V= Uo 
and u-iv= 0 a t infini ty. Such a function i 

. U o z/c 
u- ~v =--:;;:- loge (z/c)- 1 

wh ere z= x+ iy and U i the free-stream velocity. 
y = O, 

- 2u - 20 x/c 
Cpo = -u--=---;- log. 1-(x/c) 

(8 1) 

Thus on 

(82) 

Using the Prand tl-Glauer t transformation, for lin arized 
sub onic flow 

or in transonic similarity notation 

- - 2 x/c ,, = log. --'--
1r - ~'" 1-(x/c) 

( 4) 

F or the incompre ible ca e th e line of con tant pressure 
in the fluid will be where 

Z/c Constant 
(z/c)- 1 

but the e are circle with cen ters a t 

:);= 

and radii 

- r ep 
e-8 -

-rep 

l -e-8 -

l -e 8 

y = O (8 5) 

In the Prandtl-Glau ert transform ation the y distance is 
tretched by the factor ..j l - M ", 2 as is the pressure coeffi-
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cient so the line of constant pre sure (and hence den ity) 
are ellip es with ratio of axe equal to I - M ", 2 given by 
the equation 

( 6) 

UNEA RJZED SUPERSONIC FLOW PAST A WEDGE 

From the Ackeret theory the pres ure coefficient in upel'
sonic flow is proportional to the slope and for the wedge 
yields simply 

(8 7) 

or 

( 8) 

Ll EA RJZED SUBSO I C FLOW PA T A CIRCULA R- AR C SECTION 

For the circular-arc section, the slope of the surface 
varie almost linearly with di tance from the zero-slope 
point along the a)..ris of the profile. For the section shown 
in figure 1 then, with the center line on y= O, the leading 
edge at x=O, and the zero-slope point at x=c, the incom
pre sible-flow problem i again to find an analytic function 
u-iv such that on y = O, v= o except for O<x<c where 

v= 2U f (1 -~) where tithe half thickne at x=c and 

u-iv=O at infinity. uch a function is 

. 2U t [(Z ) z/c U-~V= -- - -- 1 log 
7r c C • (z /c)- 1 

( 9) 

On the wedge (y = O, O<x<c), then 

2u 4 t [ ( X) x/c ] o = - -= - -- 1-- log +1 
1'0 U 7r C C • I- Cx/c) 

(9 0) 

so the linearized sub onic solution is 

4 t 

0,,=- -J l-=-;~",2 [(I-~)log. 1 ~{~/C)+IJ (9 1) 
or 

G = 4 [(1-~) 100" x/c + 1] (92) 
l' 7r _ E", c o· 1-(x/c) 

The minimum Ol} i obtained by differentiation, and one 
finds that 

dO p = 0 
d(x /c) 

xjc 1 
at the point where log. 1 - (x/c) x/c and numerically the 

olution of thi transcendental equation i 

x/c= 0.783 (93) 
which give 

- 1.626(t/c) 
-J I -M",2 

(94) Pmin 

LINEA RI ZED SUPE RSO IC FLOW PAST A CIRCULAR-ARC SECTION 

The re ult her is again imple from the Ackeret theory: 

(95) 

or 

(96) 

APPENDIX C 
TR ANS ONIC SHO CK POLAR 

The equation of the shock polar in the hodograph plane is 

(9 7) 

where U is the velocity ahead of the shock and U and v are 
velocity components behind the shock parallel and perpen
dicular to the direction of U, re pectively. Making the 
transonic approximation in this equation, let 

~= a*+u } 
V=V 

U =a*+u", 

(9 ) 

ubstituting into equation (97), neglecting higher powers of 
the perturbation velocities, one obtains 

(9 9) 

Letting 

oue then ha 

u' =('Y+ 1) ~) 
a* ~ 

v' =('Y+ 1) :*) 
2(V')2=(U",'-u' )Z(u' + u", ' ) 

(100) 

(101) 

The wedge angle for detachment of the ho k will now 
be given by the maximum value of v' . This i ea ily seen 

t t' 1 I . . I - ± 3 3/2 o occur a u = -"3 U'" glVillg Vmaz - 9 u"'. mce 

within the tran onic approximation 

v'=('Y + 1)0 
on the wedge and 

thi implies that 
(102) 

('Y + l )Omaz:::< 3;12 (lvI ", 2_ 1)3/2 (103) 

01', viewed ill another light, this implie that the reduced 
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attachment Mach number is 

M ",/- 1 3 
~ "' A = [(" + 1)8]2/3 4213 l.19 (104) 

Similarly, the wedge angle for obtaining exactly sonic ve
locity behind the shock is given by the value of v' where 

u'=O, This is v' = ~(U", ')3/Z, Again using equation (1 02), 
, , /2 

thi can be written 

(,,+ 1)8. ""'~ (M ", 2_ 1)312 
2 

(l05) 

and, viewed in another light, thi implie that the reduced 
Mach number for which sonic velocity is obtained behind 
the hock on a wedge is 

M -1 
I: "'S -21/3-1 26 
<; "'S [(,, + 1)8]2/3- - , (106) 

APPENDIX D 
VARIATION OF REDUCED MACH NUMBER AT WHICH SONIC VELOCITY OCCURS BEHIND A OBLIQUE SHOCK WITH 

FLOW-DEFLECTION ANGLE 

The oblique- hock relations can be Wl'itten 

where 

MI Mach number ahead of shock 
M 2 Mach number behind hock 
f3 shock-wave angle 
8 flow deflection angle 

(107) 

(1 0 ) 

For M 2= 1, eliminating f3 between these two equaLions yields 

tan 8 (109) 

where 

f(M1)= MI~-1_1 +~ 1 + ~~ ~ (M12_ 1 )+(MI~-1 Y 
Expanding the right-hand side in power of M j 2- 1 (assumed 
small), one obtain 

R everting this 
one find 

M "'s2- 1 
~ "'s [(,, + 1)8J2/3 

For ,,= 1.4, 

series and letting 8"", tan 8 and Ml M "'S, 

(
,,+ 1)1/3 12 --

2 

l.176 

APPENDIX E 
VARIATION OF REDUCED MACH NUMBER BEHIND A PRANDTL-MEYER EXPA SION FROM M = l THROUGH A 

A GLE :0, WITH 0 

The exact r elation here i 

- /1'+ 1 . -I /1'-1 M' 2 1 t -1 / 11' 2 1 (112) 8- -y ,,-1 tan -y 1'+ 1 , PM - - an 'V 111 PM -

Expanding the l'ighL-hand sid e in terms of ,1M /'A/- I , u ing 

where 

R everting thi serie, Lho first few term arc 

M p.I/-1 =[3(1': 1) 8 J/2 

{ 1 + 5(~~ 1)[3(1': 1) 8 J /3 + 0 (84/3)} 

(114) 
Therefore, 

For ,, = ].4, 
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